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"360" is new drama and romance 2012 movie. It is directed by Fernando Meirelles. It i written by
Peter Morgan and Arthur Schnitzler.Watch online 360 movie in Full HD/DVD/ipod/divX All Qualities
are Here

Movie is distributed by Revolution Films.

Movie Review (Synopsis):

Inspired by Arthur Schnitzler's classic La Ronde, screenwriter Peter Morgan and director Fernando
Meirelles' 360 combines a modern and dynamic roundelay of stories into one, linking characters
from different cities and countries in a vivid, suspenseful and deeply moving tale of love in the 21st
century. Starting in Vienna, the film beautifully weaves through Paris, London, Bratislava, Rio,
Denver and Phoenix into a single, mesmerizing narrative.

360 is a moving and exciting dramatic thriller that dazzlingly weaves together the stories of an array
of people from disparate social backgrounds through their intersecting relationships.

From two acclaimed artists: director Fernando Meirelles (City of God, The Constant Gardener) and
writer Peter Morgan (The Queen, Frost/Nixon). With a stellar international cast that includes Rachel
Weisz, Anthony Hopkins, Jude Law, Ben Foster, Jamel Debbouze and Moritz Bleibtreu, 360 is a
moving and exciting dramatic thriller that dazzlingly weaves together the stories of an array of
people from disparate social backgrounds through their intersecting relationships.

With a stellar international cast that includes Rachel Weisz, Anthony Hopkins, Jude Law, Ben
Foster, Jamel Debbouze and Moritz Bleibtreu, 360 is a moving and exciting dramatic thriller that
dazzlingly weaves together the stories of an array of people from disparate social backgrounds
through their intersecting relationships.
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Characters are playing roles as:

Anthony Hopkins is playing as John

Jude Law is playing as Michael Daly

Rachel Weisz is playing as Rose

Ben Foster is playing as Tyler
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Jamel Debbouze is playing as Algerian man

Lucia SiposovÃ¡ is playing as Mirkha

Johannes Krisch is playing as Rocco

Gabriela Marcinkova is playing as Anna

Maria Flor is playing as Laura

Dinara Drukarova is playing as Valentina

Vladimir Vdovichenkov is playing as Serguei

Marianne Jean-Baptiste is playing as Fran
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